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ISO____I IN EARLY CRILDHOOD

I INTRODUCTION

The evidence reporced here arises from a study being undertaken to

examine the following aspects:

The effects of ext eme isolation on the language and payAh -ogical

developnent of chi dren.

A re-assmeni,_ cases of extreea neglect in order to

?lace into context the technique of isolating (Of threatening to

ieeletP) children as a punishment.

A survey of conteepoeary views about leaving children on their

wn in the house in the day, evening and/or at weekends -

ws about the ages of children old enough to be responsible,

the impact of the law, the role of certain public and charitable

ias itutions in this area of child neglect.

This paper reports eve ence about isolation in the conexts of certain

cases of violence against children. Isolation as a factor in cases of

violemce appears to be importent, particularly BEI it relates

to the developeent of the child's communicative competence and the

uzfolding and development of the personality of the child ia the context

of close human contact, interactioa and affectiot.

However, it is clear from an exaiiinatioa of only a very few cases of

children brought up in conditions of isolation, that some people in

charge of children do not believe that children mead to socialise;

they do not believe that children need to internaliee the norms, values,

attitudes, customs and skills of their culture as they socialise, but

the evidence is overwhelming: the child that is not socialised through

complex interactions with other human beings within a particular

sociocultural environuent is unlikely to develop his owe personality

aad will suffer from untapped ability &ad potential.

The developeent of a distinctive personality is an otigoirig process

continuing throughout life. The young child learns the difference

between various other people bynames, e g "daddy", "many", and "baby."

Initially, say maa is a "daddy", and say woman a "mummy", but eventually

the daild moves from Danes which distinguish a status to specific
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T- being deprived from birth of all communication 'with otber

humans, vould probably possess no language skills; would probably eat by

bringing his mouth directly to.his food instead of conveying it to

mouth with his hands or utensils; would probably have no concept of mother,

no statuses, no beliefs; would probably possess a rudimentary personality,

and would mot recognize th rights of others or their expectations of

him. The newborn infant deprived of an adequate social environment,

7Auman interaction, and affectionate acceptance will in all likelihood

have an impaired personality; at Wn age much earlier than the life

expectancy, the child might die of nalnutrition disease, or accident.

IL -LSOLAILON IN EARLY CiJLDHCOD

Empirical studies to determine boy children learn to speak date back

co early history. It is reported that Emperor Frederick II conducted

an experinent in which babies were deliberately subjected to institution-

like experiences, being raised by nurses and foster mothers who were not

permitted to speak to chem. The Emperor's purpose for such drastic action

was to find out which language the children would instinctively speak.

The unforeseen outcome of his experiment was that the children died.

Appendix I contains other reports of similar 'experiments' to find out

'tbe original language.'



There have been a few reports in the past of children who, for one reason

or another, were purportedly raised under conditions of substantial

sola:-.ion from group life. The problem remains, when trying to ascertain

ne specific elaects of isolation on normal development, that while

abandoned infants and small children have been found from time t time,

there is no conclusive way of determining the actual length of time durieg

which they were abandoned, or whether they were "normal" at the time of

abandonment.

There are many views e uut lan -lege icquisition and about the role

isnuAge ir the develQpnmt children, but despite this wide relese

of views thete is urmnimity oe one aspect. Neither the empiricist who

believes with Loeee that we are born with a mental 'tabula rasa' with ell

language the reselt of 'experience', nor the rationalist who supports

the Descarcian position of a complex, highly specific, innate language

me.eienism denies that certain environmental conditions are necessary for the

acquisition of a language and for socialising to take place. There is

no need co replicate the apochryphal experiments conducted by Psammeticus

in the 5th century B C, or that of King James IV of Scotland to know that

children will not learn any laaguage when deptived of all linguistic input,

nor will they grow up as normal beings. The cases of children reared in

environments of extreme social isolation attest to this.

Ten such children are mentioned by Linnesus in his Laitfin_i_?f_11.2a_ire:

published in 1735, and are included by him under the division of HOMD

8,- 'ens in the subdivision of Homo Perus (Wild Men). One of the defin ng

characteristics of Homo Ferns, according to Linneaus, was his inability

to speak. 411 the cases of isolated children reported in the literature

since hi_ time show this to be a correct observation.

In the 18th century, the interest in such cases was stimulated by the

struggle between the 'geneticists' and the 'environmentalists', and

figured sharply in the debate over the theory of innate ideas. The

different views continue to be debated today in somewhat different forms

(see Skinner, Chomsky, Lenneberg etc.).

III 'WOLF CHILD

The most dramatic cases of children reared under severe conditions of

social isolation smd stimulus deprivation are those described as 'wild' or

'feral or 'wolf' children who have reportedly been reared will wild



animals or have lived alone in the wilderness. Two such children,

Amnia and Kamala, found in 1920, were supposedly reared by wolves. A

morJ celebrated case is that of Victor, the 'Wild Boy of Aveyron

covered in 1798. The study of Victor was limited by the methods

available at the end of the 18th century, as well as by a lint

understanding of tho nature of language. The largely anecdotal and

unscientific account of these early cases has provided useful insights

into languaere acquisiti( a5 well as other areas social, per eptual and

cognitive developmellts.

Tw ci3sic cases of ra) childre - children brought up in conditions
of ,Atrea isolat: are reported by K Davis (discuosed in Rogers 19

studied CrIL t :;s of extreme isolation in Anna and Isabelle. When

were found, they were existing in severely isoLa1ed conditions.

ocscrvations were made on the children's activities after they had

been discovered and placed in a socially stimulating environment.

Anna was confined to a second floor attic-like room for almost all of her

first six years of life. She was the second illegitimate child of a

young mentally subnormal oman; Anna waS confined in the upstairs room

in deference to her grandlather's total disapproval of this new evidence

of his daughter's indiscretions, which had produced the illegitimate

Anna. The mother gave practically no care to Anna, feeding her nothing
but cow's mil!7

Lana was finally discovered at the age of almost six, and removed from

r grandfather's house. Anna's years of confinement had left their toll -

was an extremely undernourished, apathetic, ah3 animal-like creature

who could neither talk, walk, nor do aaything that showed normal intelligen e.

Taken first to a country home, then to a foster home, and finally to a

private home for retarded children, she did make some progress. After

almost two years, she had learned to walk, to feed herself, to understand

iurpie commands, to be fairly neat and to remember the people with whom

came into daily contact. However, Anna was still unable to speak

intelligibly; her babblings resembled those of a normal one-year-old

child. .'uring the following two years, toilet habits were established,

she learn& to dress herself except for fastening her clothes, and

finally (at about age ten) Anna began to develop speech patterns on a

two-year-old's level. Unfortunately, she died at the age of ten-and-a-half

f hemorrhagic jaundice.



The story of Isabelle's life is quite different from that of Anna's.

Isabelle was an illegitimate child who (like Anna) had been confined to

isolation because of 1-nr illegitimacy. In this case, however, the child

was not completely alone during her confinement. For her fir t six-and-a-

half years, Isabelle was locked in a dark room with her deaf-mute mother.

When found, her physical condition was somewhat better than Anna's but

Isabelle was a wee and thin child with legs badly bowed from a rachitic

condition caused by improper nourishmeet aad lack of sunshine. She was

as terrified of straner c, as is a wild animal just after capture, and she

was esp3cia1ly fearful of men. At first the authorities thought Tsabelle

was either feebleminded cr deef: when it was established that she was

neither, a systematic and skillf l language training program was begun.

Her first gradual ezsp.nses to tutelage accelerated into rapid progress

through the learning stagea usially attained between one aed six years

age. After one yeat of effort Isabelle could write count up to twenty,

add ep to ten, aad give a simple summary of a story which had been read

to her. After completing a year-and-a-half of training, the following

was written as part of a report about Isabelle's progress:

(I) Vocabulary between 1,500 aad 2 000 olds;

Questions asked Lv Isabelle: Why do crayons break? Why does the

hand move around tie clock? Why does the paste come out if one

upsets the jar? Do you go to Miss Mason's school at the university?

Are you goeng to enurch tomorrow? Does your dog sleep in your

bed? What did Niss Mason say when you told her I cleaned my

classroom?

By the age of eight-and-a-half, Isabelle had made remarkable progress
the point where her I Q reached a normal level. Apprepriate surgery had

corrected her leg deformity, and she showed few signs of her periods of

isolation, Eventually, Isabelle entered a local school and made normal

progress while exhibiting bright, energetic, and cheerful behaviour.

How to explain the different outcomes of these two cases cases that

seemed so eimilar upon discovery? Davis himself devotes much tine to

giving three explanations of the different ends of the two children. One

explanation might be that Anna had inherited limitations on her developmental

capacities, while Isabelle did not have genetically linked liuitations an her

capacities. Anna mother had been tested for the level of her intelligence,

7



and t ough she had completed the ghth grade, she bad an I Q of 50.

A se-)nd explanation might be that by being locked in a room with her

mother, Isabelle developed closer contacts with her, enabling Isabelle

to respond to the specialised training when it was finally provided. A

third explanation is that the specialized speech training given to Isabelle

was the primary reason for her greater progress and eventual survival.

of Davis'
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hilen children are

arsoriai.ity fails
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of very long-term
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easo, of Gem-
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studies demonstrate the significance of human

ncial contacts for the development of personality.

denied human interaction for prolonged periods, their

to develop normally.

systematic and scientific studi et s

isolation in childhood. In 1974 'there was first
about Genie who was found at the age of 13 years 7 months

e had beri isolated from the age of 20_ months. The

ties an important place in this study because of the

me that she was isolated, and because, from the time

solation, a team of psychologists, psychiatr sts,

neurologists, and linguists have been working with her.

IV THE PRESENT STUDY

have been examining a large number of cases brought to the courts in

the United Kingdom in which there have been parents, guardians and those

in ong-term charge of children found guilty of:

(1) gross neglect (24 cases)

manslaughter 3 oases)

actual bodily harm (24 cases)

In total the cases I have examined number 51. This may seem to be a

small number in the light of the size of the problem as shown in the 1975

NSPCCAnnual Report, which lists the case list of the society. The

NSPCCopened, for example, 18,125 new cases in 1974-75, but very few

cases ever caine to court; they list in the same period only 19 prosecuted

cases.

I have deliberately concentrated on cases other than those which were

concerned with children being left alone (of which theNSPCC list

2,862 in 1974-75). I looked at cases where there were other major factors

o that I could review the contributory factor of children being left alone.



V THE EVIDENCE CONCERNING ISOLATION
_

The evidence is overwhelming: in these 51 cases where enforced isolation

for long periods of time was not seen by the prosecuting authority as

worthy of inclusion on the list of charges, such isolation appears to be

a significant factor in all stages of the case history.

(1) 24 _Cals.c._s_o_f_25-.2.ELL1912ect

(a) 18 cases out of 24 report that child left alone in the day for

long periods while mother out at work, or shopping. Children aged

from I week upwards.

(b) 21 cess report L.141 child Left at home on their own for evenings.

12 -es report child left on their own tla=11rILIE for weeks at

a stretch.

9 cases report that children aged from 3i - 14 left on their own

for weokends. 2 cases of a child aged below 4 left on their own

for weekends.

18 cases report that long periods of isolation (pe iods of more

than 24 hours) used as A means of punishment.

The threat of long periods of isolation used in all 24 cases.

(2) 3 Cases of Manslaughter.

(a) In all 3 cases there is a similar history of the child being left

by itself for very long periodci in the day and evening, together

with evidence that the Child uus threatened with more locking

away if he/she did not behave er be quiet.

24 Ca- Actual
s

dily Harm

(a) 13 cases report child left alone in the day for long periods.

Children aged from 2 months upward.

All cases report child left at home in evenings. 14 cases report

child left on their own every evening for weeks at a stretch.

19 cases report children aged from 2! upwards left on their own

for weekends. 7 cases of a child below 3 left on their own at

weekends.

(d) 15 cases report that long periods of 'solation (periods of more than

24 hours) ueed as a means of punishment. The threat of long periods

of isolation used in 18 cases.



VI DISCUSSION

The cases which form part of this study were not seen by the authorities

as cases of children left on their own, but in each category enforced

isolation forms a significant factor in a majority of cases. Given that

our state of knowledge is incomplete concerning the effects of isolation

it is nevertheless possible to reconstruct a typical case of gross

neglect in which isolation appears as an important factor in the futu

outcone of the case.

CONSTRUCI. Oi - OF GROSS NEGLECT

Andrew is the __ly child of

alone

and Mrs B. He is left for long periods

his carry-cot from birth while his mother goes out shopping.

Vhen he is 3 months old Mrs B gets a job working on a shift from 4 in the

afterno a until 10 at night. Mr B does not come home from work until

5 30 p it. Anarew is left on his own from 4 to 5 30 every evening.

Mr B, now that his wife is working, goes out most evenings to the pub and

picks his wife up when she finishes at the factory.

At age of 1 year Andrew is still spending many hours in his cot other

than when he is sleeping. The pattern established when he was three

months is now set. As a boy, he does not cry very much but plays almo t

silently in his cot where he is put whenever he is left on his own.

Az age l years Mrs B begins to work full-time in the day. Andrew

around this time develops an aversion to his cot and fights against being

put in it at all. Mrs B allows him to stay in their living room in the

day and he sleeps on the chairs at night. Andrew now spends his days

on his own in a room with an open electric fire, electric power points at

his level, and a television set which is sometimes left on all day. His

parents go out in the evenings, leaving Andrew asleep on a chair in the

living room with the television on.

At age 2i neighbours report the parents who are cautioned and aided by a

voluntary body. Mrs B carries on her job.



VIII THE EFFECrS OF EXRENE ISOIATION

AL age 3 Andrew barely spoke. He babbled a little but clearly did not

understand the need to communicate with other people. He was a very poor

walker and his preferrcd activity was lying on the floor moving :1 toy

car backwards and forwards within the reach of his arm. He was not

curious about his environment and did not react to noises being made by

him although he appeared not to be deaf when tested. He did not rcct
to other people when he was seen, he stayed lying on thr, floor; only

very rarely did he look up to see what was going on around him.

ISOLATION C2_0F VIOLENCE IN

Tn the 51 cases which form the b sis of this present study, iso1.tion plays

an important part in 47 of them. Not all the cases are ones of 'yin ence

cz: children in Fn far as violence is iudged to be physical violence

1,Loducing pllysical injuries, but the children suffer the injury to their

development, their personality and their potential by being forced Into

isolation. Thus isolation and the threat of isolation may be seen as a

form of violation of the child mad thus it must be as an aspect of violence in

the family that it is studied. This paper presents very early evidence

in this area and as the project continues it is hoped to present the material

gained in a more scientific way. But we are left with the view that there

is a vicious circle in considering the effects of children who have been

solated. After long periods of isolation, the child becomes disoriented and

'anti-social', very inward turned and non-communicati\ He will not

have learned how to play with other children and will probably experience

moderate to severe temper tantrums. He will be or become a difficult child,

who can only be dealt with by keeping him away from other children, other

adults. Thus he is kept isolated which will only malce him worse. In this

way, early isolation may be seen as an imDc,7L-Int contributory factor in

many cases of child abuse and as such needs considerably more study.

X PKOPOSALS FOR CHANGE

The existing law protects children below a certain age from being left on

their own. But, as in so many examples of child abuse, the existence

law is in itself no answer. There needs to be positive discrimination in

order to keep mothers at home with their children. In France and elsewhere

tt is possible for mothers to be paid a salary for the first two years of

their children to enable them to stay at home with them, to let the

11



mothers eel that they are contributing to the family income and to give

them a feeling of worth and importance which the community would give

them with a salary.
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APPENDIX I; SOME E'ERIMENTAL CES
_

In the 5 h century B C Herodotus reported that dhe Egyptian Pharoah

Paanmeticus (664-610 B C) sought to determine the most primitive 'natural'

language by placing two infants in an isolated mountain hut to be cared for

by a 3ervant who was cautioned not to speak in their presence on pain

of death. According to Herodotus, the first word uttered was 'bekos'

the Phrygian word for 'bread' convincing the Pharoah that this was the

original language.

Sa inbene described Frederick II's experiment of the thirteenth century

as follows:

He wanted to find out what kind of speech and what manner

speech children would have when they grew up if they spoke to

no one beforehand.

So he bade foster mothers and nurses to suckle the children, to

bathe and wash them, but in no way to prattle with them, or to

speak to them, for he wanted to learn whether they would speak

the Hebrew language, which was the oldest, or Greek, or Latin,

or Axabic, or perhaps the language of their parents, of whom

they had been born. But he laboured in vain because the

children all died. For they could not live without the petting

and joyful faces and loving words of their foster mothers.

And so the songs are called "swaddling songs" which a woman

sings while she is rocking the cradle, to put a child to sleep,

and without them a child sleeps badly and has no rest.

Janes IV of Scotland (1473 - 1513) ia reported to have attempted the same

experiment. The Scottish children, however, were said by John to "spak

very guid Ebrew".
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